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PHYSICALLY WHY DROPLETS OF DIFFERENT SIZES
TRAVEL QUALITATIVELY DIFFERENTLY
Dr Edward Anderson∗
Abstract
Droplets of different sizes travel qualitatively differently. Current motivation to improve depth of understanding
and scientific audience size for this matter stems from the current Covid-19 pandemic, in which respiratory emission
droplets (such as in coughs and sneezes) play a significant part. These qualitative differences are physically due
to differences in Fluid Dynamics’ Reynolds number, then evaporation, buoyancy and convection becoming jointly
significant, and finally the onset of Kinetic Theory. The three regimes thus produced are ballistic, cloud puff, and
kinetic. The current article identifies the force terms, transport terms and dimensionless groups involved using
dimensional analysis, alongside systematic reduction of the literature’s quite vast array of dimensionless group
names to a small independent set. This identification of force terms and small independent set of dimensionless
groups will permit most physicists to quickly see that they are already familiar with all, or almost all, of the
underlying physics. By which, physicists will quickly understand, and perhaps in some cases contribute to, current
models and model building. The current theoretical physicists’ primer on droplet transmission, and its interaction
with the main relevant factors of airflow, temperature and humidity, also forms and qualifies general physical PDE
systems that more specific physical models need to robustly nest inside. To encourage wider participation in this
effort, we leave 18 parts of the ensuing dimensional analysis and PDE analysis as questions posed for physicists.
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Introduction

Droplets of different sizes travel differently, including qualitatively so. This Article outlines the underlying physical
theory of why this is. That our analysis finds all the independent dimensionless groups that featuring in the literature
on sneezes away from the near-source region is quite suggestive of appraising the analysis up to current theorizing
and observations being a physically complete analysis of subsequent layers of relevant-sized physical effects at the
level of forces, transport terms and dimensionless ratios.

1.1

Dimensional analysis

Given a physical theory’s equations, it is standard and rather successful [9, 19] to use physical dimensional analysis
to pick out its physically and mathematically qualitatively different regimes.
Time, length, mass, current, temperature, amount of substance, and luminous intensity are often stated to be ‘the
distinct physical dimensions’. We denote these by

τ

, L, M , I , T , N , C .

(1)

We only use τ : time, L: length, M : mass, T : temperature and N : amount of substance. Each physical quantity’s
Q’s dimension [Q] is then some product of the powers of these quantities τ α Lβ M γ ....1 A more versatile point of
view, however, is that (1) corresponds to a choice of basis for physical dimensions. Linear Algebra can be tapped to
make this precise via taking logarithms, by which each of a set
7
Y
[ QI ] =
BiωIi
(2)
i=1

of I = 1 to N becomes a linear system
ln ( [ QI ] ) = ωIi lnBi .

(3)

Then if the number of physical quantities considered matches the number of units involved (≤ 7), it may be possible
for the QI themselves to form an alternative basis to (1). This will not always occur, since the [QI ] may not all be
dimensionally independent, or the i and I could differ in number. In other words, a change of basis requires ω (with
components ωIi ) to be square and nonsingular, but the general situation is that it is neither.
The general situation is however described by a further piece of Linear Algebra. If a physical system involves P
quantities, r = rank(ω) independent dimensional quantities are supported alongside n = nullity(ω) dimensionless
1 This

includes converting time derivatives to characteristic times and spatial derivatives to characteristic lengths.
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groups. Then by the Rank–Nullity Theorem, r + n = d: the dimension of the vector space in question. Thus
for us n = P − r. Our physical system’s equations, and its solutions (if any), can moreover then be cast in the
functional form
F ( Πj , j = 1 to n ) = 0 ,
(4)
where the Πj are n independent dimensionless groups. [A dimensionless group is a ratio between two quantities which
each have the same physical dimensions.] (9) is known as Buckingham’s Π Theorem [10] (though it was actually first
established by Bertrand [7]). It immediately implies that physical laws cannot depend on units, and, more deeply,
that all physical relations can be conceived of in terms of ratios. Its true-name is “Dimensionless Group Counting
Corollary" to “Physical Dimensions’ Rank–Nullity Theorem". This true-name may be interpreted as “use me as a
counting weapon" as a first move whenever you are dealt a new physical system of equations... So the ratio itself is
dimensionless in this sense of physical dimensional analysis. Large, small and middling values for these dimensionless
groups then characterize a large number of different physical regimes, meeting the needs of a wealth of applications.
R
In dimensional analysis, we cannot distinguish between 1/L and d/dL, or between L and dL and thus between L
and hLi: averages. Or, for Q1 , Q2 equidimensional, between Q1 /Q2 and 1 and thus not between 1 and increments
Qi :=

∆Q

Q

.

(5)

We can thus expect various Buckingham Π Theorem counts to be supplemented by some of these finer distinctions,
among which the current article features various increments.

1.2

Objectives of the current article

In a given physical regime, referring to a single core set of independent ratios can be rather clarifying. Firstly, given
A physically-equidimensional quantities only A − 1 independent ratios are supported. E.g. for a, b, c three such
quantities, a/b = (a/c)/(b/c) is not independent of a/c and b/c. Secondly, since functions of dimensionless ratios
are also dimensionless ratios, referring to a single set of independent ratios can greatly cut down on how many ratios
are mentioned in a field of study. One can thus pass from hundreds of ratios mentioned in the Fluid Dynamics
literature (or dozens in the droplet and respiratory droplet literatures) to just six independent dimensionless groups
in use so far, and just four more in conceivable upcoming generalizations of current models. In the process, the
physics underlying each ratio in the literature is clarified. This helps ensure that people from other specialties, or
who study physics or continuum applied mathematics as a whole, are not put off by a suddenly widely relevant
subject’s literature being packed with mentions of unfamiliar (and not in situ defined) dimensionless ratios. For it
is very probable that one has seen some power, ratio or product of these unfamiliar terms under some other name
in one’s own subject, or in basic course one attended or lectured.2 In the event of some readers not having seen
some of these dimensionless groups before, the current article can be taken to pinpoint what subfields to read up on
so as to attain a complete underlying theoretical understanding of droplet propagation. The current article’s first
main intent is thus to provide the first paragraph’s service for droplet propagation through air and the more specific
context of these droplets being respiratory emissions such as coughs or sneezes.
Having traced ‘every ratio’ (at least in the mentioned papers) back to ratios between basic-physics force terms or
transport equation terms, the current article can perform its second function. I.e. identifying what combination of
general physical laws the various concrete simplified models in use for droplet propagation, coughs and sneezes (e.g.
[25, 26, 32]) should be embeddable into.

1.3

Outline

We give a preliminary dimensional analysis at the level of Newtonian point-particle mechanics in Sec 2, including
free-fall and quadratic air resistance models for ballistically-travelling droplets. We then give our main Fluid Dynamics dimensional analysis in Sec 3 (including recovering Sec 2’s force terms and dimensionless groups from Fluid
Mechanics). Sec 4 then considers interplay with evaporation, temperature and humidity; most of our questions are
posed here. Our Epilogue covers the near-source regime: from the nose-and-mouth to around 30 cm out, by which
point droplet mass distribution is largely seeded; various instabilities, and one further force and thus dimensionless
number, are found to enter [30, 32, 34] this ‘less physically guessable’ part of the analysis.
2 This is modulo our use ‘approximate synonyms’ to refer to synonyms that are actual, modulo the above paragraph’s argument or
modulo conceptual if not dimensional reasons to have some finer distinction between some pairs of dimensionless numbers at some finer
level of the theoreization or interpretation. While I am quite careful in identifying core independent groups, what I state to be helping
to ensure requires me to also lax and broad as regards presenting approximate synonym lists.
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Newtonian Mechanics point particle prequel

Among Newton’s laws [18, 1], it is Newton’s Second Law that confers dynamical predictability. This relates net force
F applied to a body to its change in momentum p,
dp
dt

F =

(6)

For nonrelativistic momentum, the momentum velocity relation
p = mv

(7)

holds, so for constant mass.3
d2 x
= ma :
dt2
the less general ‘mass times acceleration’ form of the law.
F = m

2.1

(8)

Preliminary dimensional analysis at the point-particle level

In terms of forces involved, our study will require near-earth gravity, quadratic air resistance, linear air resistance,
and, eventually, elasticity. Here is the corresponding dimensional analysis.4
m ẍ = − m g − l ẋ − q ẋ |ẋ| − k x

(9)

involves 3 independent dimensions τ , L, M and 7 independent quantities: m, x, t, g, l, q, and Hooke’s coefficient k.
Thus Buckingham’s Π Theorem gives that 7 − 3 = 4 independent groups are supported. Judging everything relative
to inertia, these are of the form5
(comparand)
.
(10)
Πinertia =
(inertia)
Specifically, 1)
G =

(gravity)
[ −m g ]
g τ2
=
=
.
(inertia)
[ m ẍ ]
L

(11)

Given escape velocity from the balance
GM
u2esc
=
= gL
2
r
with its last equality in the near-Earth limit, the fraction of escape velocity is
Y =

(12)

u
.
uesc

(13)

Then
G = 1/2Y 2 .

(14)

2)
E =

(elastic restoration)
[ −k x ]
k τ2
=
=
=
(inertia)
[ m ẍ ]
m



τ

2

τSHM

(15)

for τSHM the simple harmonic motion period. This is related to standard dimensionless quantities in Sec 5.
3)
[ −l ẋ ]
lτ
(linear air resistance)
=
=
.
(inertia)
[ m ẍ ]
m

(16)

(quadratic air resistance)
[ −q ẋ |ẋ| ]
qL
=
=
.
(inertia)
[ m ẍ ]
m

(17)

L :=
4)
Q :=

Remark 1 3) and 4) are not a priori so well-known dimensionless numbers. We shall however see in the next section
that, upon recovering these air resistance contributions from the laws of Fluid Mechanics, they become well-known
fluids dimensionless groups.
3 Variable

mass is however needed in Sec 4.
the downward-directed near-Earth gravitational acceleration vector whose magnitude is Newton’s little g ≈ 9.81 ms−1 . Unless
specified otherwise, gravity is always meant in this sense in this article.
5 I use calligraphic notation for dimensionless quantities, with widespreadly named such being followed by at least one upright lower-case
letter.
4g
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2.2

Preliminary consideration of the freely falling projectile

Here,
mẍ = − m g ,

(18)

We know from the previous subsection that this case admits just one dimensionless ratio. With this as sole force,
Newton’s Second Law in the vertical direction admits as a first integral
m ẏ 2
= mgs :
2

(19)

energy conservation for a drop from rest at a height s above the position y(t) at which we are reckoning ẏ.
For an object in free fall that has been released at rest from height h above the ground,
y = −

g t2
+ h.
2

Setting y = 0 in (20), the time at which it hits the ground is
s
tfree
hit =

2h
,
g

(20)

(21)

which is 0.553 s for our problem of interest: release from a height of 1.5 metres: the height of an average adult’s
mouth and nose above level ground. Then setting s = h in (19), the speed at which it hits the ground is
p
ufree
2hg ,
(22)
hit = gthit =
which is 5.42 ms−1 for our problem of interest.
For a projectile with initial horizontal speed u0 , the vertical component of the equation of motion is the same 1). It
is now however accompanied by a uniform horizontal motion,
x = u0 t .

(23)

For a planar motion, eliminating t between the two components gives the shape of the orbit; for the present problem,
this is a portion of a parabola. The (for now free) range is how far our projectile has travelled horizontally by tfree
hit ,
s
2h
(free range) = u0 tfree
.
(24)
hit = u0
g
Remark 1 This model is very simple, very widely known, and rather inaccurate for most heights and velocities of
interest in modelling sneeze droplets. It does however serve to introduce the hit time, hit velocity and range concepts,
as well as a robust order in which to conventionally evaluate these. And to make distinction between hit time thit
and time of falling τfall . While these can be made to be numerically equal, they are conceptually different, for thit
is a date time (puts a date stamp on a sharp event: the impact), whereas τfall is the duration of the fall. ‘Be made’
refers to how, if the release time trelease is used as zero time, then numerically
τfall = thit − trelease = thit − 0 = thit .

(25)

I more generally use t for instant in time and τ for duration (or timescale: estimate of duration).
Remark 2 One leading effect to incorporate to improve this model is air resistance. In this setting it turns out
that quadratic air resistance dominates over the other often useful model of linear air resistance. The next Sec gives
the origin and form of this quadratic term. It is down to Sec 3 however to justify its dominance over the generallycompeting linear term. Adding airflow effects such as wind has only limited value until air resistance is incorporated.
For, while one could already consider uniform winds and changes of inertial frame between the Earth-and-emitter
frame and the rest frame of the air in this setting, the key aspect is how wind force acts. And (as per [41]) this is
but the same physics as air resistance with more variable parameters.
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2.3

Projectile with quadratic air resistance

We consider this in particular since it models the larger drops well. 1) For vertical fall with quadratic air resistance,
Newton’s Second Law reads
m ÿ = − m g − q ẏ 2 .
(26)
Let us first give some preliminary dimensional analysis; we know from Sec 2.1 that two dimensionless groups are to
be involved. Balancing quadratic air resistance and near-Earth gravity fixes ẏ’s value to the terminal velocity
r
mg
.
(27)
uterm =
q
Relating this to SSec 2.1’s quantities, the fraction of terminal velocity is
s
r
√
u
q u2
Q
U :=
=
=
= 2QY ,
uterm
mg
G

(28)

from which we can infer that the inertial patch’s
Q =

 2

2
U
uesc
=
.
Y
uterm

(29)

(26) can readily be integrated, firstly to

ẏ = uterm tanh

gt
uterm


,

(30)

and secondly to



gt
uterm
ln cosh
y =
.
g2
uterm

(31)

The functional dependence in the hyperbolic functions here can be usefully envisaged as the free-hit to terminal
velocity ratio
t
ufree
gt
=
F := hit = q
=
(32)
m
g
uterm
τquad
q
for timescale

r
τquad :=

m
.
gq

(33)

(31) can be inverted to obtain an amended
thit =




uterm
gh
arcosh exp
. = τ arcosh (exp (F/2)) ,
g
uterm 2

(34)

so while τ is related to the quadratic model’s hit time (and so to its duration of fall as well), it is not the whole
picture because of the second – functional-form – factor. Substituting (34) back in (30),

 free 

uhit
g thit
= uterm tanh
.
(35)
uhit = uterm tanh
uterm
uterm
Via simple MacLaurin expansions, everything can be checked to match Sec 2.2’s simpler model in the low air resistance
regime.
2) For horizontal motion with quadratic air resistance (e.g. a cyclist ‘coasting’ along a smooth horizontal road),
Newton’s Second Law reads
m ẍ = − q ẋ2 .
(36)
This is solved by
x =



m
t
m
ln 1 +
for τquad :=
q
τquad
q u0

(37)

(there is now no gravity term to interpolate in forming a dimensionless quantity).
3) For a general motion with quadratic air resistance, Newton’s Second Law reads
p
m ẍ =
− q ẋ ẋ2 + ẏ 2 ,
5

(38)

m ÿ = − m g − q ẋ

p

ẋ2 + ẏ 2 .

(39)

Remark 1 Using 2) as an approximately horizontal particle motion regime is far from always valid, especially for
entire dynamical trajectories. One can of course use 3) instead to greater accuracy, though one has to proceed
numerically rather than analytically.
Remark 2 Modelling along this subsection’s lines (as supplemented by Sec 3.2) can also cover airflow effects such as
wind and relative motion. As [41] explained, this brings in two further dimensionless quantities: the (source) velocity
domination number
(source velocity)
v
V :=
:=
(40)
(emission velocity)
u
and the wind domination number
W :=

(wind velocity)
w
:=
;
(emission velocity)
u

(41)

While
V , W << 1

(42)

has often been covered, e.g. wind-affectedness of artillery shells or this alongside motion-affectedness for naval gun
shells, there has been much less interest in the literature so far in
V , W ≈ 1,

> 1 and

>> 1 .

(43)

And yet a sneeze in urbanly common airflow is such a problem (as is a hose: a more versatile precursor to identify
leading-order airflow effects). See Sec 3.4 for further comments on V and W.

2.4

Projectile with linear, and mixed, air resistance

These play a role for smaller and medium-sized droplets.
For linear air resistance, we know from Sec 2.1 that two dimensionless groups are involved. Newton’s Second Law
furthermore decouples into
m u̇x = − l ux
(44)
m u̇y = m g − l uy .

(45)

Each of these straightforwardly has a ‘constant minus exponential’ solution, with exponent t/τlin for
τlin =

m
.
l

(46)

We thus recognize our exponent to be Sec 2.1’s L, by which this is tied to conventional Physics’ nomenclature and
conceptualization. t is furthermore eliminable to give an analytic expression for the shape of the orbit [23].
In the case with mixed linear and quadratic air resistance, one is back to needing to use numerics.
Use of this subsection’s models is more limited for water droplets in air, however. This is because before the scale
at which water droplets move this way (estimated in Sec 3), Sec 4"s further effects kick in. Due to this (and our
[41] involving ballistic droplets specifically), we provide less detail of the current subsection’s regimes relative to the
previous two sections. [38] moreover already considered linear air resistance in the context of respiratory droplets.
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3
3.1

Fluid equations
Mass, Euler equations

Fluid mechanics is set up by considering a material blob’s mass conservation and then momentum balance with the
forces acting thereupon: Newton’s Second Law for our blob. In the process, the blob is allowed to change shape, i.e.
to flow; this modelling is readily amenable to e.g. vector calculus methods [15].
For a fluid flow U of density ρ, mass conservation reads [19]
0 = ρ̇ + ∇ ( ρ U ) = ρ̇ + U · ∇ ρ + ρ ∇ · U = ( ∂t + U · ∇ ) ρ + ρ ∇ · U =:

Dρ
+ ρ∇ · U .
Dt

(47)

The first form here involves the rate of change (dot) of density ρ, alongside density flux along the fluid flow. The
second form uses the product rule to split the density flux. The third form is a factorization to form the fourth
form’s Eulerian material derivative. Demanding incompressibility – highly accurate for liquid water under everyday
conditions, for instance – means imposing
Dρ
= 0.
(48)
Dt
We can then deduce from (47) the divergencelessness condition
∇·U = 0 ,

(49)

which, while being more widely referred to as ‘incompressibility’, is actually a secondary consequence of incompressibility.
The flux-adjusted per-unit-volume V version of the first form of (8) is
(force-per-unit-V) = (rate of change of momentum-per-unit-V) + (momentum-per-unit-V flux) .

(50)

I.e. using spatial indices i and j,
fi = ∂t ( ρ Ui ) + ∇j ( ρ Ui Uj ) .

(51)

Now use the product rule on the right hand side to obtain the first equality of
f = U ρ̇ + ρ U̇ + U ∇ ( ρ U ) + ρ ( U · ∇ ) U = ρ U̇ + ρ ( U · ∇ ) U = ρ

DU
.
Dt

(52)

Our second version has cancelled off (47), whereas the third forms Euler’s material derivative once more. This
flow-adjusted ‘F = m a’ analogue spotted at the conceptual level, we return to the second form’s term by term split
for subsequent ease of identifying and handling force terms and types of partial differential equation (PDE). We
additionally split f into the volume-acting gravitational force-per-unit-volume, ρ g, and the surface-acting pressuregradient force-per-unit-volume, −∇p. We thus arrive at Euler’s equation [19, 3]
ρ( U̇ + ( U · ∇ ) U ) = − ∇p + ρ g :

(53)

a basic and yet quite widely useful dynamical law for Fluid Mechanics.
Remark 1 That one is dealing with a fluid at all is modelled by the presence of the advection term (54).
(advective inertial term) = ( U · ∇ ) U .

(54)

This being quadratic in the fluid velocity U furthermore heralds the Fluid Mechanics origin of quadratic air resistance.
Remark 2 For a steady flow – U̇ = or ≈ 0 – Euler’s equation also admits a first integral with an energy
conservation interpretation: now Bernoulli’s [2]
p +

ρU 2
+ ρ g y = (constant) .
2

(55)

Isolating the fluid push force from the gravitational force, combining with (pressure) = (force)/(area) gives
FU =

ρ U2 χ
,
2

with χ specifically the cross-sectional area of our object.
7

(56)

3.2

From drag coefficient to terminal velocity

Remark 1 More advanced modelling furthermore places an object-shape-dependent drag coefficient cdrag as a multiplicative factor here:
ρ U 2 χ cdrag
FU =
.
(57)
2
This extra factor is a measure of effective size due to fluid flow distortion near, rather than just immediately on the
surface of, the object.
Remark 2 We also assume (for now for simplicity but with some justification in Sec 4) that our droplets are roughly
spherical. This both permits a formula for cross-sectional area (χ = π r2 ) and an estimate for cdrag (for all that this
depends on both the droplet size and flow velocity). So it is a somewhat different estimate for our big drop and
smallest visible droplet, and again in the presence and absence of airflow.
Remark 3 We can now read off (see also e.g. [37])
q =
So
s
uterm =

ρ χ cdrag
.
2

v
u
s
u2 ρ
4 π r3
2 ρbody V g
8 1 ρwater
t water 3 g
=
=
rg ,
2
ρ A cdrag
ρair π r cdrag
3 cdrag ρair

(58)

(59)

where V is the volume of the body. The second form given here is specifically for a spherical water droplet in air.
The third form then factors this into a number, a sphere-specific geometrical factor, a material density ratio (all
dimensionless) and the dimensionful term r g.
Remark 4 The vertical fall model gives thit = 0.57 s for a 2.5 mm radius droplet, and 0.59 s for a 0.1 mm one. These
values are close to our set-up’s tfree
hit = 0.553 s. However thit = 0.78 s for a 0.03 mm radius droplet. This conforms
with when the small expansion regime F << 1 starts to break down. This coincides with where uhit = 4.97, 4.62
and 2.46 ms−1 for our last three three radii, becomes a sizeable proportion of uterm , these being 45%, 30% and 0.4%
from attaining uterm respectively. The above figures also mean that 8%, 15% and 55% errors would be incurred
free
by ignoring quadratic air resistance altogether (comparing with Sec 2.2’s tfree
hit and uhit . In this way we arrive at
our first assertion as to why droplets of different sizes move differently through air. Quadratic air resistance is not
too significant for visible droplets but heavily impinges in the process of going down one order of magnitude. For
visible droplets – 1 cm to 0.15 mm diameter – a thumbnail-diametered lead ball in free (or moderately horizontally
translating) projectile motion suffices for intuition. Over a 1.5 metre fall, larger droplets behave much like the ball
in not coming close to attaining terminal velocity. In contrast, somewhat smaller droplets do in part ‘behave like
feathers’, with a softer fall in which quadratic air resistance acts enough that uterm is ‘essentially attained’. We shall
see however below that for the smaller droplets considered so far, some significant further Physics has begun to enter.

3.3

Incorporate viscosity to arrive at the Navier–Stokes equation

A further force term – fluid stress – turned out to be a major game-changer in Fluid Dynamics [19]. In the usual
isotropic case, this contributes


1
µ 4U + ∇( ∇ · U )
(60)
3
to the momentum balance equation’s right hand side, converting the Euler equation (53) is converted to the far
more powerful Navier–Stokes equation [19, 4, 5]. µ is here the material property known as viscosity.6 For water,
incompressibility ⇒ divergencelessness ⇒ collapse of the second term in (60). This leaves us with just a term
proportional to the Laplacian of the flow,
µ 4U .
(61)
In this case, the viscous force acts as friction internal to the fluid in a particularly straightforward manner. I.e. it
combines with the unsteady inertial term to form the diffusion operator combination
Diff := ∂t − ν 4
with kinematic viscosity
ν :=

µ
ρ

(62)
(63)

6 For water, ρ = 998.2 kg m−3 and µ = 1.0 × 10−4 kg m−1 s−1 , whereas for air, ρ = 1.2 kg m−3 and µ = 1.8 × 10−5 kg m−1 s−1 .
These are all stated at 20o C; temperature variation is covered in Sec 4.6.
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in the role of diffusion coefficient. The viscous force term’s potency in good part follows from their involving a higher
derivative than any already present in the Euler equation. The way in which viscosity effects manifest themselves
can however be rather counterintuitive (see below). Incorporating this moreover marks a huge improvement in
understanding, begetting for instance the 20th century’s controlled human flight and the aerospace industry.

3.4

Dimensional analysis for Fluid Mechanics

The above Fluid Mechanics equations involve 7 quantities U , l, t, ρ, p, g, µ and 3 dimensions
ham’s Π Theorem gives that 4 independent dimensionless groups are involved.

τ , L, M , so Bucking-

For ‘everyday practical use"’ in studying fluids here on Earth, the main four such dimensionless group qualifiers in
use are as follows, in each case relative to (advective inertia) by which our model is, and behaves like, a fluid. We
follow here the common convention of placing the advective inertia term upstairs,
Πfluid :=

(advective inertia)
.
(comparand)

(64)

So a big number for one of these ratios means that advection beats the comparand, while a small number means
that advection is beaten by the comparand.
Independent ratio 1 The Reynolds number Re [19, 8] assesses whether (viscous force) is significant.

(Reynolds number) , Re :=

ρU U
[ρ(U · ∇)U ]
(advective inertia)
ρU l
l
=
=
,
=
(viscous force)
[ µ 4U ]
µ
µ U2
l

(65)

for an object of characteristic lengthscale l moving in a fluid of density ρ and local fluid speed U .
Independent ratio 2 The Strouhal number St [19] evaluates whether (accelerative inertia) is significant.

(Strouhal Number) , St :=

ρU U
(advective inertia)
[ ρ( U · ∇ ) U ]
Uτ
l
=
=
=
,
(accelerative inertia)
l
[ ρ U̇ ]
ρU
τ

(66)

for characteristic timescale of unsteadiness τ .
Independent ratio 3 The Froude number Fr [19] indicates whether gravity is significant,

(Froude Number) , Fr :=

ρU U
(advective inertia)
[ρ(U · ∇)U ]
U2
l
=
=
=
.
(gravity)
[ρg]
ρg
gl

(67)

This is as per [19]; using the square root of this commonly serves as a (redefined) Froude number elsewhere in the
literature.
Independent ratio 4 A number concerning whether (pressure gradient) is significant,

M :=

ρU U
(advective inertia)
[ ρ( U · ∇ )U ]
ρ U2
l
=
=
=
.
p
(pressure gradient)
[ ∇p ]
p
l

(68)

which we shall relate to well-known dimensionless groups below.
Remark 1 On the one hand, viscosity’s significance, Reynolds number Re reigns paramount over the above
dimensionless-group numbers. An object with characteristic lengthscale l
feels a laminar flow if Re << 1 ,

(69)

feels a turbulent flow if Re >> 1 .

(70)

but it
For an object moving through air, these are manifested as linear and quadratic air resistance respectively. Let us
refer to Re ≈ 1 in this setting as ‘mixed (quadratic-and-linear) air resistance’. Where does the upper end of this
start? Somewhere between 1 and 10 to 100 [19], so >> roughly means ‘over a hundred times’. Or somewhere between
9

0.5 to 1000 for our specific problem [32, 34] (for which this Sec’s end-figure 1 tabulates Re), so our >> may mean a
bit more: up to around 1000 times.
A further key point is that in a surface layer, a new lengthscale is to replace the object’s characteristic lengthscale
in some of the dimensional analysis. Obstacles source wakes. These can be quiet or turbulent (on some occasions a
patchwork of quiet and turbulent regions). Obstacle edges causing turbulence source vortices and then the vortex
diffusion coefficient can support a thin surface layer lengthscale. These are the kind of effects by which pre early
20th century Fluid Mechanics theory failed to match many observations.
Remark 2 On the other hand, Fr, St and M already appear in analyzing just Euler’s equation.
Remark 3 As regards relating M to well-known dimensionless groups, firstly since
r
p
∼ cs : (speed of sound) ,
ρ

(71)

we identify our M as Ma2 : the square of the
(Mach number) , Ma :=

U
.
cs

(72)

This separates the more familiar subsonic flows Ma < 1 from the qualitatively distinct supersonic flows Ma > 1
[19]. This transition lies well outside of everyday Fluid Dynamics, however, sneezes and urban airflows included!
[Ma = 0 to 0.05 for these, though we do find that ω and adjustments can be interpreted as a weaker analogue of
Mach number that does bridge over criticality.] A related number often used instead is
p
(pressure-difference gradient)
[ ∇(∆p) ]
∆p
l
(Euler Number) , Eu :=
=
=
=
.
U
(advective inertia)
[ ρ( U · ∇ )U ]
ρ
U2
ρ U
l

(73)

I.e. a pressure-difference rather than a plain pressure version, involving for instance a pressure difference between
either side of a thin flow. Introducing a further rather natural dimensionless number:
(pressure increment) , pi :=

∆p

p

,

(74)

one can furthermore view Euler number as
Eu =

pi
pi
=
.
M
Ma2

(75)

This ties back to what dimensional analysis cannot discern, which is free to produce some further ratios beyond the
number prescribed by the Buckingham Π Theorem. In the current article, since we do not use Ma directly, we can
replace it in our independent set by Eu. The choice of independent set of dimensionless groups that this Article
espouses is thus, firstly, to use Re, Fr, St and M: all equally in relation to advection. Secondly, to allow adjunction
of whichever increments the physics at hand necessitates, so as to make variants of more basic difference-less (∆-less)
ratios.
Remark 4 St >> 1 is a steady flow, versus St << 1 being an acceleration-driven flow. Our problem can get
away with St >> 1 to start off with (infinite for perfectly steady flows, 105 and 103 for small and big visible
droplets subjected to urban gusts). Some practicalities of urban airflows require St ≈ 1, however, such as 30 to 100
for gusts piercing the sneeze near-source zone, or 3 for gusts interacting with the hose jet.
Remark 5 Fr >> 1 is a regime in which gravity can be neglected, versus Fr << 1 being dominated by gravity.
Our problem requires Fr ≈ 1 (emission zone) through to 105 (for the smaller ballistic droplets, though going further
down in size, buoyancy impinges). Also Fr does not have Re’s qualitative kick in moving from >> 1 to ≈ 1.
Remark 6 Back-tracking to point particle mechanics air resistance,
L = St−1 ,

(76)

Re
.
St

(77)

whereas
Q =

10

Finally

G =

gτ
l

2

=

τU
l
U2
gl

2
=

St2
.
Fr

(78)

Remark 7 The only function of the above independent ratios that we make further mention of in the current Article
is the
U
(viscous force)
Fr
µU
(Stokes number) , Stk :=
∼
=
=
.
(79)
Uchar
(gravity)
Re
ρgl
Independent ratios A and B Background airflow brings in two further dimensionless numbers: wind domination W
and motion domination V as per Sec 2.3. We now comment that these can be interpreted as weak analogues of Mach
number. This is along the lines of emission velocity being compared to background medium flow velocity. [41] argues
that this works out well enough for extraneous material impulses (such as respiratory emissions) in place of ongoing
sources of excitation of a medium’s own wave modes (as for sound). In this way, some analogue Mach numbers play
a part in the theory of respiratory emissions in the presence of background airflow (for all that the actual Mach
number plays no part). Effective emission velocity being small here, urbanly common airflow speeds moreover quite
often match or dominate sneeze emission speeds, so that the weak analogy’s critical and supersonic regime analogues
are significant. [30] moreover uses (ρU 2 )jet /(ρU 2 )gas , pointing to the necessity of density ratios alongside velocity
ratios.
Independent ratio 5 Incorporating buoyancy only requires us adding density increment ρi to our independent set,
since we can use this convert between gravitational and buoyant forces per unit volume: ρ g and ∆ρ g respectively.
Remark 8 The usual dimensionless group for buoyancy is

ρi Re
ρi Re2
(‘up’ force ratio)
=
=
=
(Archimedes number) , Ar :=
(‘down’ force ratio)
Stk
Fr

∆ρ

ρ

ρU l
µ
U2
gl

2
=

ρ ∆ρ g l 3
,
µ2

(80)

with our second form vindicating ρi ’s sufficiency as an addendum to our independent set; it is used in e.g. [25].
Then Ar << 1 corresponds to negligible buoyancy, Ar ≈ 1 to noticeable buoyancy, and Ar << 1 to buoyancy
domination.
uIndependent ratio 0 Finally, to assess Fluid Mechanics’ appropriateness as our choice of physical theory in the first
place, we consult the physical theory spanning
(Knudsen number) , Kn =

λ
(mean free path)
=
.
(characteristic length of body)
l

(81)

If Kn << 1, Fluid Mechanics is appropriate, but if Kn >> 1 instead, one is to use Kinetic Theory [20]. Finally, if
Kn ≈ 1 – for 100 nm droplets in our problem – a mixture of both theories is required (Fig 1). Only the lowest part
of our range of interest is affected by this contention, however, so we ignore it. For the rest of our range of interest,
pure Fluid Mechanics will do.

3.5

Fluid Dynamics of droplets specifically

We need one more fluid force term. Two layers of fluid in contact with each other – for us air and a water droplet –
act ‘as if’ there were a membrane between them, with
(surface tension) , σ :=

(force)
(length)

(82)

to be considered in terms of resistance to pulling a little square element of surface to a further width l perpendicular
to one side. For water, σ = 0.071 kg s−2 . Surface tension gives an extra force term
fS = σ H n

(83)

to add to the right hand side of the Navier–Stokes equation for water, which one has to handle alongside another
Navier–Stokes equation for air. (83) is a surface force term, depending on the normal to the surface n and the (trace
of the extrinsic) curvature, H. By involving this, study of surface tension is manifestly differential-geometric [29].
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Figure 1: The main point is that all three of quadratic, mixed and linear regimes are spanned in our problem, for all that the first two
are much more populated than the third. As roughly indicated, sources differ as to what range of droplet radii are referred to as ‘droplet
nuclei’ or ‘aerosols’.

Independent ratio 6 Whether this surface tension force term plays a significant part depends on the
(Weber number) , We :=

ρU U
(advective inertia)
[ ρ( U · ∇ ) U ]
ρ U 2l
l
=
=
=
.
σ
(surface tension force)
[σH n]
σ
2
l

(84)

Remark 1 We >> 1 indicates surface tension is negligible, to We ≈ 1 requiring its inclusion and We << 1
having it dominate. Our problem has We ≈ 2.2 [32].
Remark 2 ‘Essentially synonymous’ numbers here include capillary number, Laplace number, Ohnesorge number,
Eötvös (alias Bond) number and Morton number. Ohnesorge number featuring in the below literature discussion,
we give this to be
√
We
1
Oh =
= √
,
(85)
Re
La
and point to its also being somewhat familiar in the context of assessing which fluids are suitable for use in printer
ink jets. The more familiar capillary number is
We
Ca =
,
(86)
Re
reflecting the viscosity to surface tension balance. Capillary length (also needed below) is in contrast surface tension
to gravitation balance:
r
r
σ
We
Lcapillary =
= L
(87)
ρg
Fr
for characteristic length L.
Remark 3 Droplets [21, 29] are surface tension minimizing, so forming a sphere is natural to them. Surface tension
leads to [29] the formation of H = 0 (alias minimal) surfaces and H = constant (alias constant mean curvature)
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surfaces. These are well-studied topics in Differential Geometry [33, 24]; physically the constant involved is the
pressure difference across the surface. In the presence of external forces, droplets can moreover be elaborately
dynamical in shape. For instance, they are unstable above a certain size. They can split or coalesce upon impact
[21], and can also change in size due to evaporation (Sec 4.4).
Remark 4 Since some readers will not have studied droplets before, let us list some other phenomena in which surface
tension appears [21, 29]: meniscuses, bubbles, liquid sheets, and various metallurgic and microelectronic procedures.
Among these, bubbles are quite widely studied in Fluid Dynamics courses and have a number of further resemblances
to droplets, by bubbles serve as tappable experience of partly-useful insights about droplets. To this end, we provide
the following comparative summary. Bubbles resemble droplets as regards behaving differently for different sizes,
and in having (approximate) spherical symmetry for some subset of their allowed range size. Differences include,
however, that bubbles are shells, that larger bubbles have considerably more buoyancy in air than droplets do and
are too large to noticeably evaporate, and that different instabilities bound each of bubbles’ and droplets’ size-range
of spherical regimes.

4
4.1

Further effects on atmospheric droplets
Intuitions from clouds

The ‘ball and feather’ intuitions we have used so far do not suffice to account for how droplets can form clouds,
which need not descend and sometimes even rise... The first thing to bear in mind is that the atmosphere supports
water vapour consisting of loose water molecules. On the one hand, these are somewhat lighter than air molecules
(H2 O has molecular mass 18 versus 28 and 32 for air’s main components: N2 and O2 ). On the other hand, water
has a liquid phase available at ground through to atmospheric height. So water vapour can buoyantly rise, but
condensation can also occur, with some of the resulting droplets being more affected by gravity than by buoyancy.
These are moreover not the only competing mechanisms involved. E.g. temperature differences can cause convective
circulation (raising in some places, lowering in others). E.g. also evaporation acts to change droplets’ sizes. This
both affects their buoyancy and more eventually whether they continue to be droplets at all: complete evaporation.
So clouds are mixtures of droplets, water vapour and air –3-part multiphase flow – with means to maintain, lose or
gain height depending on which way a quite intricate balance of physical effects sways.

4.2

When and where can droplets in a sneeze become buoyant?

Remark 1 Larger droplets move ballistically, so this question mostly concerns smaller droplets, with some middling
droplets taking a noticeable if non-dominant deflection. For small enough droplets, then, the sneeze is initially driven
by momentum, and then by buoyancy [32]. This is an example of qualitative distinction between ‘near field’ and ‘far
field’ behaviour.
Remark 2 The timescale of transition used in [32] is the first expression in
τm→b =

ρU
U
(momentum)
=
=
, .
(buoyancy force)
∆ρ g
ρi g

(88)

The second expression here is a computation (to dimensional approximation). ∆ρ enters since buoyancy involves
comparing a fluid with an object displacing that fluid. The third expression is a conceptual repackaging making use
of density increment ρi .
Remark 3 The timescale of buoyancy becoming noticeable is observationally characterized by an approximately 20
degree upturn in hitherto ballistic curve of one of the constituent droplet-size populations of the sneeze. This was
observed to occur [32] at a path length of around 35 cm from the mouth-and-nose source. This places an estimate
on what we mean by ‘near’ versus ‘far’. [41] mostly using the 2-d bird’s eye view, we note here in support that given
the ‘ballistic’ inclination of this path, the critical horizontal lengthscale lm→b ≈ 27 cm.

4.3

Momentum versus buoyancy regimes

Let us now distinguish between Fig 2’s physical regimes [32].
Remark 1 Puff is the regime we want for sneezes. Thermals serve to illustrate the difference between noticeable
buoyancy and dominant buoyancy: near-vertical upwards motion. This is despite the momentum in contention being
the modest one of breathing or sneezing.
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Figure 2: A useful conceptual quartet of regimes solving (hot) fluids PDE systems.

Remark 2 All four are observed to linearly expand in width with distance from the source. This moreover implies
[17] self-similarity [19]; under the further entrainment hypothesis [14] – that averaging out velocity fluctuations is
valid – analytic solutions for such flows are possible. For a sneeze, [32] the opening (half-)angle α = = 23.9 ± 3.4
degrees. This is both for the ballistic droplets and, by self-similarity kicking in, for the cloud puff.
Question 1 Give a reasonably accurate theoretical derivation of this aperture angle.

4.4

Evaporation and the droplet sizes in a sneeze

The feather model fails to predict some observed sneezes’ τfall = 6 s [36]. Both the feather and the smaller droplet
swiftly attain terminal velocity. But the feather is a fixed-mass problem, while the small droplet is a variable-mass
problem due to evaporation. This further slows the droplet down by changing its size. This renders the droplet more
affected by buoyancy and lowers the droplet’s terminal velocity.
Observation 1 High-speed imaging [34, 36] reveals that there certainly are droplets in sneezes that are smaller than
the unassisted human eye can see.
Observation 2 Such moreover rapidly become affected by evaporation with decreasing size. Indeed, Wells [11]
contemplated how small enough droplets evaporate faster than they can land, from an approximately relevant initial
height of 2 m. Setting
τevap
 :=
,
(89)
τfall
if  > 1, the droplet lands, while if  < 1, it does not. This gives the downward-pointing cusp of intersection
between fall time neglecting evaporation and total evaporation time, each treated as a function of droplet radius
r. We only give a qualitative sketch since subsequent experiments have somewhat varied in quantitative output
(and we’d rather use 1.5 metres for an average height adult’s mouth-and-nose height: Fig 3.a). These quantitative
differences do not affect the current Article’s order of magnitude analysis. We settle on 0.1 mm as the order of
magnitude at which a drop evaporates before it lands. Note that this is not far from the smallest size visible to the
unassisted human eye (Fig 1).
Remark 1 The ratio  differs in fundamentality from most of the other ratios considered in the current Article. This
is since it depends on the initial height, as well as quite strongly on the air humidity and temperature.
Remark 2 Moreover, enhancing τfall by evaporation and buoyancy as well as air resistance is also enhancing τexposure
to background airflow. This is not necessarily the same as tfall because e.g. of shielding [41] or variable gusts of wind.
Airflow deformation of the cloud puff part of flashes is thereby also rather likely.
Remark 3 Evaporation rate also depends on temperature T (for now treated as a fixed background parameter).
Question 2 Simple yet reasonable models of evaporation are under consideration. [39] contains one, giving an explicit
expression for tevap in terms of more basic physical expressions. [25] previously gave a variable mass equation based
on evaporational loss. Model along such lines to obtain give both specific variable-mass Newtonian-level scenarios as
well as specific transfer-term contributions to the below Fluid Dynamics PDE systems.

4.5

Droplet size distribution in a sneeze

Remark 1 This has been specifically estimated [12, 32]; peak drop size is ≈ 8 microns in radius (Fig 3.b). This is
however a questionable concept for direct practical use. This is since the dosage from a sneeze, and thus the flux
contribution built up from individual sneezes on to surfaces in the urban environment, depends rather on volume.
So we need to conceive not in terms of number spectrum but of volume spectrum. It is of course not too hard
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to approximately convert between the two, by mensuration as facilitated by steady droplets’ simple shapes. This,
unsurprisingly, now peaks on ,or near, the largest drop fraction, rather (around 0.5 cm).
Remark 2 Interest in the volume spectrum moreover points to insufficiencies with using the kind of experimental setup in [12]. This is because the volume spectrum is very sensitive to details about the largest droplets. For instance,
far more runs should be carried out to estimate the largest two bins’ proportions in particular, Also ‘adaptive mesh
refinement’ would be very desirable. I.e. since these bins volumetrically matter so much, they should be divided
rather more finely. This is since e.g. the second largest (0.25 to 0.5 cm radius) bin spans a factor of 8 in volume
difference, any of these volumes amounting to ‘many thousands of hits’ in bins around the 16 micron size, say. It is
through not having this feature available that I place a very large error bar at the right end of my qualitative volume
spectrum plot (Fig 3.c). This renders our estimate of non-ballistic to ballistic fraction somewhat rough: 1 part in 100
to 1 part in 1000 by volume. While this is a small fraction, it is not presently known what the smallest contagious
dose of virus is, so this suppression factor does not by itself preclude contagion via the longer-range non-ballistic
part of coughs or sneezes.

Figure 3: Qualitative pictures of: a) Wells’ curve for evaporation versus fall, b) [12]’s droplet number spectrum, and c) an approximate
plot of the corresponding droplet volume spectrum.

4.6

Ways in which temperature can enter the analysis

Remark 1 For a single fluid, if pressure gradients are not negligible, the mass–momentum system is 4 equations for
5 unknowns: ρ, U and p. This would be under-determined, so the equation of state
ρ = ρ(p)

(90)

is adjoined.
Remark 2 Unfortunately, this is very seldom a realistic equation of state; in particular, we are faced with needing
ρ = ρ(p, T ) ,

(91)

for T the temperature.
Remark 3 But in situations in which T is itself is a sixth variable, so our physical system would again be underdetermined, unless we adjoin a sixth equation for how T evolves. A common equation to model this is [19]
α 4T =

DT
= Ṫ + U · ∇ T .
Dt

(92)

The first two terms in this equation form the heat conduction equation – of diffusive type and with thermal conductivity α, while the last, fluid-dynamical term is convective.
Remark 4 Models of sneezing (that I have seen so far) have not yet considered T as an evolving variable in this
sense. These involving 3-phase flow (dry air, water vapour and liquid water) scarcely affects the above argument.
Now we need one equation of state per phase, and species concentrations subject to diffusion equations with advective
terms, which closely parallel (92). The system then closes at 6 n equations for 6 n unknowns for n phases, which is
18 equations in 18 unknowns for us, at least a priori.
Independent ratio C We can take this to be the ratio of our two diffusivities,
(Prandtl number) , Pr =

(momentum diffusivity)
(kinematic viscosity)
ν
=
=
.
(thermal diffusivity)
(conductivity)
α
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(93)

Pr >> 1 has viscous diffusion outstrip heat diffusion, and vice versa for Pr << 1. Our problem containing much
more gas than water (and with gas in the main role of conductive medium due to its extent), the relevant figure is
that Pr ≈ 1 for gases at around room temperature.
Remark 6 A second dimensionless group assesses which is the dominant heat transfer mechanism: conduction or
convection:
U
[ U · ∇T ]
Ul
(convection)
=
= αl =
.
(94)
(Péclet number) , Pe :=
(conduction)
[ α 4T ]
α
l2
Remark 7 However, Buckingham Π points to Pe not being independent of Pr and fluid numbers; indeed,
Pe = Re Pr .

(95)

Remark 7 Pe has not been the most common choice of a base element for convection either. That is instead
τdiffusion
(Rayleigh number) , Ra =
=
τdiffusion

τdiffusion
=
(viscosity)
(buoyancy)

l2
α
=
µ
∆ρ g l

∆ρ g l

µα

where the final form uses also the definition of thermal expansion coefficient,


∂ lnV
∆lnρ
β :=
≈
∂T
∆T
p

3

=

β ∆T ρ g l 3
,
µα

(96)

(97)

for a constant-mass blob. But the third form of (96) splits into pure-fluid and pure-thermal parts as follows, with
the second form casting the former into our independent set:
Ra =

=

Re2
ρi
Pe = ρi
Pr .
Stk
Fr

(98)

Ra is however a significant combination since ‘convective term’ and ’observable convection is produced’ are not
coincident notions.
Remark 9 There are of course counterparts PrS , PeS and RaS too, for the concentration of species S. Among these,
we take PrS , alias Schmidt number Sc as our independent ratio D.
Remark 10 We can now also estimate the 35 cm figure, and ‘triangulate’ this estimate with whether the equilibration
timescale is close to be met within the travel timescale.

4.7

Modelling the flow the ballistic regime’s droplets travel in

Question 3 (PDE System 1) Evaporation is not significant, so water vapour variables are unnecessary here. With
temperature and pressure difference only entering as background parameters, an appropriate first model system thus
consists of the 4 mass–Navier–Stokes equations for the air, to be solved for ρ, u. This involves 3 physical dimensions:
τ , L, M and 7 dimensional quantities: ρ, u, l, t, p, g, µ. So Buckingham’s Π Theorem gives 7 − 3 = 4 dimensionless
groups, for which the standard 4 independent Fluid Mechanics groups will do. Develop this model.

4.8

Extent to which breath acts

Remark 1 Hot breath’s heat is at best a short-range perturbation. Say one exhales about 1 litre of body temperature
air into 20 o C background air, into a conical exit region. From cone volume V = π r2 l/3 and l = r cotα,

l =

3 V
π tan2 α
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,

(99)

so with α ≈ 24 o C, this cone is around 17 cm long. The wedge being maintained by similarity, by 34 cm out,
a mixture of 6 parts air to 1 part breath is present, with spatial-average temperature hT i = 22.4 o C. The simple
argument underlying this estimate is that doubling the length of the cone, its volume goes up eightfold. Considering
the second 17 cm away from emission requires subtracting off the original volume. This 7/8ths contains, by conservation, 1 part breath, so its remaining 6 parts are air. By 52 cm out, hT i = 20.9 o C. If these arguments hold, breath
temperature would only really be significant in the near-source zone.
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Question 4 This simple argument given, my next thought is, however, whether the equilibration timescale τ∼
= is
well-attained within each of the above estimates’ travelling timescale τtravel . Give a dimensional analysis to support,
or update, Remark 1.
Remark 2 Breath’s vorticity generates some circulation, which, while it becomes more diffuse over distance, can still
act as a relevant perturbation over a longer distance than breath can source a relevant temperature perturbation. A
still-air situation thus has a breath vorticity perturbation entering the far-field modelling of the cloud puff regime. We
now caution, however, that this is fragile to background airflow. For this can a) advectively affect this perturbation’s
location and diffusive strength. b) In some configurations, it can additionally overshadow this perturbation via
producing stronger vortices along the person’s wake, this wake either parallelling or substantially intersecting the
wedge of breath or sneeze cloud puff. Shielding can however means that breath’s own vorticity is at least somewhat
protected ‘for the first metre or two’ in the presence of moderate tailwind. Another small exercise thus involves
backing up this paragraph with dimensional analysis order of magnitude estimates.

4.9

Negligible back-reaction on ambient temperature, humidity

Remark 1 For temperature, back-reaction is negligibly small for the following reasons.
1) Even if 1 cm3 of water was boiled into the 2 m3 volume of the near-field regime, by mass there is 2400 times more
air at 20 o C in this volume. So hT i would go up by just around 0.03o C.
2) Additionally, by Sec 4.5, over 99% of the water in a sneeze is in droplets large enough to not appreciably evaporate,
suppressing the preceding sentence’s effect by 2 further orders of magnitude.
3) In using the 8 metre long wedge for cloud puffs as the setting in which much of the evaporation occurs, one is
increasing the quantity of background air by one further order of magnitude.
Cloud puff evaporation back reaction on ambient temperature is thus but a 1 part in a million effect.
Remark 2 As regards humidity, given that at 20o C, saturation vapour density is around 17 g m−3 , by which a
sneeze’s volatile 1% into around 20 m3 of air is a 1 part in 30000 effect.

4.10

Airflow interplay with mass and heat temperature

[25] already points to
(Sherwood number) Sh =
(Nusselt number) N u =

(total mass transfer)
(diffusive mass transfer)

(100)

(total heat transfer)
(diffusive heat transfer)

(101)

being involved in this setting But these are f (Re, Sc) and f (Re, Pr) respectively, rather than independent ratios.

4.11

Modelling small T dependence

T as a background parameter affects the values of ρ and µ [for all relevant (approximate) phases, air, dry air, water
vapur, water] as well as σ for water. For our T = 0 to 40 o C range, linear scaling is quite reasonable. This includes
in particular the first part of Boussinesq’s approximation,
ρ ≈ ρ0 (1 −

β ∆T ) ,

(102)

σ ≈ σ0 (1 −

 ∆T ) .

(103)

and also e.g. Eötvös’ Law
7

for σ’s approximately linear dependence on T . Furthermore, on the one hand in the near field, temperature is
rather lacking in mechanisms of action upon ballistic droplets. I.e. we have negligible evaporation and buoyancy,
leaving just a slightly shifted value of ρ in calculating the quadratic air resistance coefficient). On the other hand,
while mechanisms involving temperature exist in the cloud puff regime, there is by now an insufficient temperature
difference for these to significantly back-react on the ambient temperature. There is thus no scope to bring in dynamic
T or humidity on the scale of the whole sneeze, whether in the ballistic region or the cloud puff region.
7 These equations are present, if unnamed, in [21]. The second part of Boussinesq’s approximation is to neglect T variation of properties
other than ρ; this may be less relevant in the present context.
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4.12

Modelling entire sneeze cloud puffs

To model sneeze cloud puffs (or breath) in the absence of airflow, cylindrical coordinates centred about the emission
point are likely advantageous. Most hope for simple if approximate analytical solutions to the PDE system for this
hinges about the availability of similarity variables.
Question 5 [41] only considered in detail the effect of airflow in the near field ballistic regime. Is the process by
which [32] 5 to 10 micron droplets become suspended and advected by the cloud of air emitted in a sneeze in fact
itself a fragile process in the presence of moderate airflow? Are low-airspeed airflows, such as can be found indoors
from air conditioning [32], or locally from walking relative to still air, sufficient to substantially decentre or deform
the puff cloud flash from a sneeze? Check these matters out observationally.
Question 6 For headwind and tailwind, axis alignment is maintained. This includes alignment with the emitting
person’s own axis, by which the shielding’s axis aligns as well in the case of tailwind. Bearing in mind that the wind
is dominant and the cloud puff is a perturbation, solve this symmetrically privileged aligned case.
Question 7 For general wind direction, the simplifying benefits of axis alignment are gone. Provide a robustly
functional numerical scheme for this.
Question 8 With most of a cloud puff’s trajectory away from the more shielded part of the wake emanating from the
emitter in a background airflow, is bodily shielding [41] in any case rendered ineffective for this droplet propagation
regime?
Question 9 (Urban Extremes) How much difference is there in respiratory emission range at 40 and 0 o C? (And -20
0 o C for winter use). How do coughing and sneezing propagate on foggy days, and what implications may this have
on social distancing outdoors on such days?
Question 10 Write the counterpart of this article in the Kinetic Theory regime and for mixed Fluid Mechanics and
Kinetic Theory, so as to cover aqueous aerosol particles moving appreciably kinetically.
Question 11 Determine both what proportion of each of cough, sneeze and breath’s droplets are, by volume, ballistic,
cloud puff, or kinetic. Combine with the information, once known, of what the minimal contagious dose of Covid-19
is, so as to determine whether each of the cloud puff and kinetic regimes can form a plausible contagion vector.
Question 12 To what extent do the puff cloud and kinetic components of a sneeze have capacity to condense [39] onto
everyday objects? If they do, in which distribution over space, and which physical properties of surfaces substantially
affect this process? This, alongside minimal contagious dose and half-life of the virus, could enter estimation of the
extent to which contagion via touching objects could occur.
Question 13 Use some of the high-speed imaging resources to investigate what happens to coughing, sneezing and
breathing through a range of masks. This cuts emissions, but specifically what range, angular distribution and droplet
size distribution changes does wearing a mask incur? The change in angular distribution is potentially relevant given
that many masks are not airtight around the sides, so what emissions remain might be expected to exit sideways
rather than forwards.

4.13

Modelling individual travelling cloud puff drops

PDE System 2 The above situation changes on the scale of an individual small drop. Here air resistance, buoyancy,
surface tension and evaporation all sizeably act. In a small blob around-and-comoving-with the droplet, vapour
pressure and temperature may appreciably vary. Be warned moreover [41] that ‘comoving with the droplet’ is not an
inertial frame (this warning also applies to Sec 4.14). On this scale, the general long-term suggestion is to use most
of the 3-phase system, in fact 18 − 2 = 16 of its equations. Liquid water’s equation of state and fraction diffusion
are to be omitted. Surface tension is however to be included in liquid water’s Navier–Stokes equation, alongside
evaporation-and-condensation conversion acting as source and sink in water vapour’s conservation equation. These
are to be solved for 16 unknowns, matchingly omitting liquid water’s density and fractional concentration, with
temperature dependence of σ, the ρ’s and the µ’s ignored to zeroth order and approximated as linear to first order
whenever necessary. This involves 5 physical dimensions: τ , L, M , T , N and 20 dimensional quantities: 3 u’s, ρ’s
p’s and µ’s, L, t, T , N , g, σ, α and D (diffusivity). So Buckingham’s Π Theorem gives 20 − 5 = 15 dimensionless
groups. These can be taken to be 3 copies of the 4 Fluid Mechanics dimensionless groups, liquid water’s We, water
vapour’s Sc and Pr.
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Ab initio, this model involves a spherical droplet and an approximately locally straight direction of motion, placing
spherical and cylindrical coordinate systems into competitive contention. The droplet’s shape is a free variable,
however, given the action of multiple forces on it may deform it and/or induce boundary oscillations, so one is
dealing with a free boundary value problem. If this freedom to change shape is found to be sufficiently exercised by
a droplet, motivation for trying spherical polar coordinates may consequently fade.
Question 14 Consider each of the cylindrical and spherical forms of these equations (consult pp. 48-49 of [19] and
‘triplicate’ alongside simple equations of state, while incorporating evaporation terms and the surface tension term).
How do these fare as physical systems? (E.g. can we neglect any more terms? Have we already neglected some term
that plays an essential role?) How do these fare as PDE systems? (E.g. how decoupled are they?) Give suitable
boundary conditions. Solve (almost certainly numerically) for those that make most sense. Is droplet sphericity
sufficiently altered to render spherical coordinates questionable? From a release height of 1.5 metres, what is the
range of these droplets as a function of (r, a)?

4.14

Modelling individual ballistic droplets

These are simpler to model (no significant evaporation or buoyancy). What is relevant however is the extent to which
the ballistic droplet maintains spherical shape; for if it does not, its cross-sectional area and drag coefficient need
reworking. This is down to how air resistance and gravity contend with surface tension, so We and Fr are relevant.
PDE System 3 This is a 2-phase problem, with liquid water and (wet) air as the two phases. So ab initio there are
12 equations in 12 unknowns: now a ‘duplicate set’. Neglecting water vapour renders the liquid water non-interacting
and thus not in need of a fractional variable. We also take liquid water’s density and the background temperature
to be constant, and note negligible water pressure exerted, so we are down to 8 variables. We thus need to solve the
octet of liquid water’s Navier–Stokes equation with surface tension term coupled to air’s Navier–Stokes, conservation
and state equations. This involves 3 physical dimensions: τ , L, M , and 11 dimensional quantities: 2 ρ’s, u’s and µ’s,
L, t, g, air’s p and water’s σ. Thus Buckingham’s Π Theorem gives that there are 11 − 3 = 8 dimensionless groups:
two copies of the standard Fluid Mechanics set except with a We for water in place of a ‘Mach–Euler’ quantity.
Question 15 Solve the above system as a free-boundary problem for ideal and more realistic (if still simple) equations
of state for the air. For which (r, a) that are admissible (i.e. for ballistically travelling values of r) are the droplets
approximately spherical? When the droplets are not approximately spherical, what are their cross sections and drag
coefficients?

4.15

At least occasional need for background temperature and humidity variations

Aside from varying T from 0 to 40 o C and atmospheric humidity from 0 to 100% as homogeneous background variables
(separately or jointly), there is the matter of how large a gradient in these quantities the urban environment can
realize. In each case, significance refers to droplet propagation over the height scale of a person.
Question 16 (Urban extreme gradients) A cool wind over a hot road amplifies Ra by a factor around 20. Does this
suffice for significant convection to ensue?
If dry air has settled over a road dominated by puddles, is there a significant change in evaporation rate for loose
droplets in the dry air?
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5
5.1

Conclusion: comparison with the existing literature on sneezes in
the far field
Summary of the current work

Overall, an isolated study of respiratory emissions in other than the near-source zone is covered by viscous, near-Earth
gravitational, buoyant, surface tension and pressure-difference forces alongside advective and accelerational inertia.
For this Physics (assuming that the Knudsen number Kn << 1 so that a Fluid Mechanics theorization is appropriate
in the first place) the mostly largely familiar Reynolds Re, Froude Fr, Euler Eu, Strouhal St, Archimedes Ar and
Weber We, numbers suffice, with other dimensionless groups mentioned in the literature just being some combinaion
of products of powers of these. This is the minimum of six numbers promised in the Introduction (the Archimedes
number can moreover be traded, as an independent number, for density increment ρi ). Our above account explains
more specifically why [34] evoke specifically Re and We, and also why Mach, Euler, Strouhal, Froude numbers (or
dependents thereof) are not mentioned. These either correspond to non-contributing effects, or, in the case of Fr,
to contributing effects whose numbers do not however vary critically within the study’s range of droplets.
We furthermore concur that ‘cough and sneeze’ flows are multiphase turbulent buoyant hot moist air with suspended
clouds of droplets of various sizes, and that airflow [41, 40], humidity [39] and temperature are significant factors.
Including background airflow brings in two further numbers – the wind domination and motion domination numbers
W and V – as detailed in [41]. These can usefully be viewed as weak analogues of Mach number Ma. [41] also explains
that upon introducing airflow, St becomes somewhat significant, as do eddy effects stronger than those already in
breath. Including temperature requires one other independent dimensionless numbers, a convenient independent
choice for which we take to be the Prandtl number Pr. Including humidity gives multiple copies of our numbers by
species, as does modelling both the air and the water as fluids. While it is clear that water and air would each have
their own Reynolds number, a species version of Prandtl number PrS alias Schmidt number Sc are also required.
These are the four further independent dimensional quantities promised in the Introduction.
So with significant factors included, the amount of relevant numbers is up to 9 (allowing for multiple copies of some
of them, and excluding relative thicknesses of surface layers. To date, that we are aware of, no studies of coughs
or sneezes specifically have yet involved W, V, Pr, Sc or composites or dependents thereof. ([25] is an exception,
having briefly involved the last two.) Various questions posed in the current article probe the extent to which some
other of the so far discarded independent dimensionless groups can become significant in some corners of the urban
environment. The near-field study of sneezes has however already brought in another independent dimensionless
quantity: the Deborah number De as outlined in the Epilogue; this ‘surprise’ follows from saliva being significantly
more elastic than water is. This is to be viewed as the current article’s eleventh dimensionless quantity (to the
Knudsen number being the zeroth).

5.2

Outlook

The current article is not to be confused with any kind of assessment at the level of picking a smaller system of
differential equations that is suitable to solve out of the fairly large body of forces and transport terms here described.
(That many of these terms are ‘air, liquid water or vapour copies’ of the same physical notions is moreover a useful
foundational and conceptual simplification).
Question 17 Robustly justify the absence of all the omitted variables and omitted PDE terms in your preferred
simplified models. Which terms have so far been omitted on grounds of genuine physical insignificance, and which
were omitted on grounds of temporary convenience to those solving the system. This is one of various checks that
are in fact not that often carried out in the physics literature, but that a large sudden increase in the significance of
a modelling situation, such as due to its relevance to an ongoing pandemic, does warrant explicit checks for. Fluid
boundary layer terms furthermore exemplify that some simple assessments of which terms are small do not suffice,
whether because of local physical dimensions becoming significant, or because the terms in question qualitatively
change the behaviour of the system. This could for instance be at the level of the mathematical type of the PDE
system, or of what number and type of initial-and-boundary conditions are suitable. If any terms are found that are
one or both of non-negligible or qualitatively significant, moreover, one is no longer only checking existing models but
also proposing potentially significantly differently behaving further models. Qualitative differences between models
of course continue to be significant within purely ODE system approximations [22]. Mentioning well-posedness,
genericity and numerical stability as further checks is opportune at this point, as is there being no claim on the
current question’s text being a complete list of careful checks.
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Epilogue: near-source sneezes
We here briefly introduce theoreticians to which further Fluid Mechanics numbers have been evoked so far in the
study of sneezes. The near source is moreover observationally known to itself split into three further regimes. The
emission is in the form of partial sheets: predominantly 2-d. These are unstable to tearing, by which they become
bag-like structures, and then beaded ligaments (elastic filaments): predominanty 1-d. These break down to form
droplets [34] – 0-d by the reckoning of the preceding textures’ macroscopic lengthscale – forming the near field.
Beyond here, one needs to ‘zoom in’ to the mesoscopic scale of the droplets themselves so as to witness further
dynamics (fusion, fission, evaporation).
1) ’Bags’ are controlled by the Ohnesorge number Oh (85). By Sec 3.5, this dimensionless group is however just a
function of the Weber and Reynolds numbers, so mention of this number does not involve any further Physics at
the level of extra force terms. Its conceptual type is the one expected for a sheet’s balancing surface tension and
viscosity. This instability occurs if [30]
r
r
Laperture We
ρg
Laperture
= Laperture
=
(104)
1 <
Lcapillary
σ
L
Fr
for characteristic lengthscale L.
2) One notable feature [34] is that viscoelasticity puts larger droplets than expected into near field. This is by repeated
merger of droplets along the ligaments (meaning elasically-significant filaments). The familiar pendant drop’s tail
(‘pendant’ means ’hanging’ here), and droplets outgoing from collisions being adjoined by a common tail [21], serve
to some extent as simpler models for 1-d to 0-d texture decomposition. Saliva is however elastic enough to behave
qualitatively differently from water in this regard.
As an advectoelastic motion droplet dynamics along the ligaments is controlled by the Deborah number. On the one
hand, this has an entirely natural and widespread conceptual type
De =

τrelaxation
.
τobservation

(105)

Remark 1 This ties well to its choice of name. For it is named after the Biblical Prophetess Deborah, utterer of the
phrase “the mountains flowed before the Lord". Then in contrast to the Lord’s eternal viewpoint, the human lifespan
does not suffice to detect mountains moving.
Remark 2 On the other hand, the timescale-ratio formula for Deborah number does not make it immediately clear
that Deborah number is commonly a denizen of Elasticity Theory [27, 28].8 This is via involving more specifically
flow deformation observation of elastic recoil relaxation,
r
ρ l2
r
r
(elastic recoil timescale)
mU
ρ
(SHM period)
E
=
=
De =
=
=
U .
(106)
l
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(flow timescale)
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U
U
Here step 4 uses ρ = m/V, that Young’s modulus E is dimensionally k/l, whereas volume V is dimensionally l3 .
Remark 3 The Deborah number also receives the following interpretation from the point of view of our advectionstandardized independent set.
D :=

m Ul U
(advective inertia)
[ m(U · ∇)U ]
m U2
=
=
=
= De2 ,
(elastic force)
[k x]
kL
k l2

(107)

where our last form follows from the previous equation’s third form. Finally, in relation to Sec 2,
E =

St
,
De2

(108)

so the Deborah number can be taken as an alternative to reckoning time against elastic restoration.
Remark 1 This fluid-and-elastic interpretation applies in particular to the beaded ligaments in question, holding
these together while causing beads to move along the ligaments to where they can coalesce elsewise (now surface
8 The name ‘Deborah’ is however also good in this regard, since mountain formation from plate tectonics buckling is in fair part an
elastic phenomenon.
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tension comes in). This mechanism acts to place a bigger proportion of larger droplets in the near field than might
elsewise be expected.
Remark 2 1) and 2) are an example of structure breakdown: the time reverse of structure formation, various examples of which are familiar to theoretical physicists: galaxy formation, cosmological structure formation, condensation,
crystallization... This may clarify, at least to those familiar with any of these examples, that structure formation,
or structure breakdown, is usually a complicated process, for which detailed observations of the process is rather
essential toward identifying the right combination of (structurally) short-scale physics to evoke. Coughs and sneezes
are no exception.
Remark 3 While higher emission velocities than 4 ms−1 have been observed in the near-source region, these are
usually snuffed out by dissipative interactions by the point at which the near-field regime is entered. Neither
Newtonian mechanics for the ballistic component, nor fast photography of the puff cloud, support any sizeable
amount of faster airflow-unassisted droplet velocities in the near or far fields.
Question 18 Fluid-mechanically characterize and distinguish between coughs, sneezes and breathing. What range,
aperture angle, effective initial velocity, droplet size spectrum and airflow affectedness differences are there across
these various kinds of respiratory phenomena? What differences in near-source dynamics? Can a full classification
of physically qualitatively different respiratory emission be given? (E.g. what about during talking and shouting,
and how physically variable is each type of respiratory emission mentioned so far?)
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